
THE CHILD’S VOICE - Child Consultation

1. What is child consultation? 

Child consultation is an opportunity for the children to be seen by an independent person to
discuss their wishes and feelings.

2. How does it work?

Initially both parents meet with a child consultation mediator to explain the process and give
their consent. The children would be seen by the child consultation mediator on a separate 
occasion. After meeting with the children the mediators report back to the parents what the 
children have agreed they can say.

3. How old do the children have to be?

Child consultation is ideally suited to children aged 9 and above. However every case is 
different so please feel free to discuss this further even if your child falls outside of this age 
limit.

4. How long does it last?

There will be an initial appointment with both parents. A separate appointment will be made
to see the children which will last approximately half an hour to an hour depending on the 
child.

5. Where will the meeting take place?

The children will be seen at the office. This is because it is important to have a neutral 
venue.

6. Will anybody else be present?

The children will be seen alone, with the mediator, but may also be seen with brothers and 
sisters present. All child consultation mediators have enhanced CRB clearance.

7. Is what the children say legally binding?

No. Mediation for children, as for adults, is not legally binding and cannot be used in court. 
However if the mediators have child protection concerns it would be reported to the 
appropriate agency.

8. What happens next?

In the final session with the parents the mediators invite the parents to discuss joint 
proposals in the light of the children’s wishes and feelings.

9. Are joint proposals binding?

The mediators will write a summary detailing the joint proposals. This is ‘without prejudice’ 
which means that it cannot be used in court. However if both parents and their solicitors 
agree at the court the summary can be made available to the judge.
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